...Complete, affordable, invisible, zeromaintenance protection from leaves,
seeds, nests and insects.
GutterFilter® completely fills eavestroughs at the
top, sealing out ALL types of debris. Because it is
NOT A SPONGE, water pours through it like a
sieve, while leaves and seeds flow over the top…or
just dry up and blow away.
Made from dense, exterior-grade Crystal-Flex
Foam™, GutterFilter® is precisely cut to fit into any
of twelve styles of eavestroughs (custom sizes also
available). While very porous and pliable, it is
also highly resistant to physical stress and UV
deterioration. It is formulated to perform in subzero or high temperature conditions; desert heat, or
ice and snow.
As in many synthetic products today such as carpet,
food cutting boards, even water bottles, “Biocide”
is a permanent feature of the fiber. It safely stops
the growth of bacteria, moss and seeds in your
eavestroughs - no more “baby trees” growing in
your eaves!

Amazing GutterFilter® with Crystal-Flex™.
It self-cleans with the help of rain, sunshine and wind.

How Does GutterFilter® Work and How is it Different?
GutterFilter® is the only type of product that completely fills and seals the top of the eavestroughs, leaving no room
for leaves, seedpods or maple tree “helicopters”. As a result, birds and wasps can't nest, and even mosquitoes can’t
breed, thus eliminating the threat of West Nile posed by standing water in the eavestroughs, their #1 breeding area.
While other protection systems suffer from the effects of aging, GutterFilter® with Crystal-Flex Foam™ actually
improves with age. Sunlight activates the top surface of Crystal-Flex Foam™ into a clear, flexible crystalline coat,
forming a protective “shell”. While porosity is unaffected, the ability of debris to slide off to the ground, even in a
light breeze, keeps improving.
No more clogged, overflowing eavestroughs! While GutterFilter® allows water to pour through in torrents, any
debris is either pushed off, or eventually dries up and blows away - it's just that simple.

No More Eavestrough Worries.
Since GutterFilter® fits inside the eavestrough, it cannot collapse or become dislodged like plastic guards or screens.





Unlike the competition, GutterFilter® fits over your eavestrough's hanging brackets/nails to form a completely
uniform surface with no dips and valleys to encourage debris build up, while it seals out everything but water.
GutterFilter® can't be damaged by falling tree limbs and is compatible with roof de-icing systems.
GutterFilter® installs so neatly into eavestroughs, it's invisible from ground level. However, you'll know it's
there and doing its job of protecting your eavestroughs and your home, year after year.
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Get Out of the Eavestroughs…and stay out!
GutterFilter® is a well-established, time-tested, product that has been used on thousands of homes and commercial
environments, many of them subjecting it to unbelievably heavy debris. Before you use another product (and risk an
expensive disappointment), try the eavestrough protection product with the: Strongest Warranty in the Industry:

Lifetime Limited Performance Warranty

®

GutterFilter warrants to you, the owner of the property at the time of installation, that this
product will keep your eavestroughs from becoming clogged or overflowing as a result of the
interior of the eavestroughs, or downspouts, filling with debris, such as leaves, twigs, pine
needles, seeds, or nests, for a period of 20 years.

GutterFilter®: Compared to the Competition.


Quick installation: Less labour means lower cost than other protection systems - up to 60% less cost.



Invisible from ground level: Therefore no color matching and unlike eavestrough “helmets”, “covers”,
“screens”, or “guards”, you'll never have to explain the “weird” things on your eavestroughs.



GutterFilter® is the only system that eliminates nesting areas for bees, wasps, hornets and birds. Did you
know that other “covered-eavestrough” type systems actually provide shelter and encourage nesting?

Before

During

After



Handles as much water as the eaves can take: Unlike other systems, even handles high-flow roof valleys.



Can't dent or crack: Not affected by snow, tree limbs, or winds, unlike aluminum and plastic systems.



Preferred by Roofing Contractors: Installs without nails or screws and therefore, won't void roof
warranty. Allows homeowner to re-shingle without destroying their eavestrough protection system.



Avoids eavestrough damage caused by the weight of wet debris and trapped standing water.



Eliminates the mosquito threat (West Nile) posed by standing water in eavestroughs; #1 breeding area.



Protects downspouts from even the smallest debris: No more underground clogs caused by accumulated
eavestrough sludge, which means the potential of saving thousands of dollars in repair bills.



Built-in Biocide: Eliminates the growth of moss, mold, mildew and “baby trees” in eavestroughs.
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